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Minutes of the Meeting (unapproved)
Arts and Sciences Faculty
October 25, 2001

Members attending: M. Anderson, E. Blossey, R. Bommelje, R. Bornstein, W.
Brandon, S. Carnahan, C. Carpan, J. Carrington, B. Carson, R. Carson, R. Casey, D.
Child, G. Child, D. Cohen, E. Cohen, L. Couch, D. Crozier, P. Deaver, L. DeTure, H.
Edge, B. Galperin, G. Gardner, L. Glennon, Y. Greenberg, E. Gregory, D. Griffin, M.
Gunter, C. Hardy, A. Homrich, J. Houston, G. Howell, C. Hudspeth, R. James, P.
Jarnigan, J. Jones, S. Klemann, D. Kurtz, T. Lairson, P. Lancaster, C. Lauer, E. LeRoy,
B. Levis, S. Libby, L. Lines, B. Lofman, J. Malek, E. McClellan, M. McLaren, S. Miller,
T. Moore, S. Neilson, A. Nordstrom, K. Norsworthy, T. Papay, D. Richard, P. Roach, C.
Rock, A. Rosenthal, M. Ruiz, M. Sardy, J. Schmalstig, W. Schmidt, M. Shafe, R.
Simmons, R. Singer, J. Siry, J. Small, P. Stephenson, M. Stewart, W. Svitavsky, K.
Taylor, M. Throumoulos, L. Tillman-Healy, G. Valiante, L. Van Sickle, R. Vitray, R.
Ward, D. Wellman, G. Williams
Guests: G. Ali, R. Allers, R., Bryan, B. Carroll, J. Haynes, M. Kula, A. Merkin, J.
Morrison, M. Sewell

I. Call to order
President Barry Levis called the meeting to order at 12:40.

II. Approval of minutes
Minutes of the 20 September 2001 meeting of the faculty were approved.

III. Announcements
A. Those planning to attend the Family Weekend Barbeque were asked to let
Austa Weaver know.
B. The fall faculty party will take place on November 17, at the University
Club.
C. Margaret McLaren announced that she and several other faculty members
were circulating a petition during the meeting asking that the College
withdraw from participation in United Way until the UW nondiscrimination policy is brought into consonance with the College's and
that the College pursue the option of establishing its own foundation to
receive charitable payroll deductions.
D. Tom Lairson announced that the Mellon Partners in Renewal will hold
two meetings this week for people who want to work on proposals.

E. Roger Casey announced he has worked with PSC to establish a program
for full-year sabbaticals with one-half pay, plus the possibility of applying
for special additional funding to support sabbatical research (for associate
professors, $7500; for professors, $10,000). The plan has now been
approved by the President; faculty will soon receive full information on
the program and the application procedures.

III. Old Business
Academic Affairs Committee:

The revised V requirement, approved for presentation by the AAC
and the Executive Committee, was moved by Ed Cohen and seconded.
(See Addendum 1.)
Barbara Carson, who had worked with Barry Levis and Hoyt Edge
on the revised proposal, explained the history of the compromise proposal
and fielded questions. She pointed out that former supporters of Option
V-1 and Option V -2 agreed that the requirement should focus on values
rather than on the more general skill of critical thinking, an agreement that
served as the basis of the revision. After that, the major sticking point was
the discomfort felt by Option 2 supporters about guiding students in
identifying their own ethical values. When the requirement was revised to
allow a variation in this for historical and non-EuroAmerican courses,
both sides felt that a workable compromise had been reached.
Hoyt Edge offered a friendly amendment, adding the words "and
evaluate" to the third sentence in the description of the requirement: "This
course will improve the student's ability to articulate and evaluate the
ethical principles involved in ~
rtant decisions ...." AAC accepted
the amendment as friendly. ~
Blossey asked about consistency with
other general education courses m the standards for assessment: Don't
most state the standards in terms of a grade? Carol Lauer responded that,
actually, there is now no consistent pattern of evaluating, though a move
to consistency might be something worth considering in the future.
Sharon Carnahan inquired about a workshop to prepare faculty for
teaching this requirement. Barbara Carson responded that the Dean has
made a commitment to workshops needed for general education courses.
Maria Ruiz and Joe Siry discussed what a professor would need to know
to teach a V course. In response to a question from Ken Taylor, Barbara
indicated that people currently teaching a V are grandfathered in until a
workshop is offered. Barry Levis noted that all general education courses
must now go through a certification process; the V will be treated like any
other gen ed requirement. Charlie Rock asked questions about the ethical
relativism possible in such courses, to which Margaret McLaren and Hoyt
Edge responded, both acknowledging that there's no proviso in the
requirement that would prevent students from being relativists and that
they shared the concern Charlie voiced. However, the new V requirement

does ask students to focus on values rather than just decision-making; it
does require them to give reasoned evaluations of the ethical decisions
made. It also recognizes that in some instances, especially in crosscultural situations, this is very complicated.
The motion carried.

IV. New Business
A. Professional Standards Committee

Kenna Taylor moved changes to Article VIII of Bylaws of Arts
and Sciences Faculty. The motion was seconded. Ken explained the
major changes in the bylaw: shifts in the time frame and in the process of
evaluation to allow more feedback to the candidate, as well as chances in
language for clarity and consistency with actual practice. PSC accepted a
friendly amendment to remove language placing the Dean on the Faculty
Evaluation Committee. Carol Lauer wondered what had happened to the
proposed special committee for those sharing appointment with two
departments. Ken said that the current version adds, instead, an
interdisciplinary element to the candidates evaluation committee (pages 910 of the PSC document distributed). Ed Cohen wondered about changes
in the current appointment renewal schedule of 2-3-2. Ken replied that the
Executive Committee had learned that usual appointments are actually
annual. Dave Kurtz explained that while we now give initial appointments
of two years, that appointment (like all subsequent appointments) is
contingent upon satisfactory performance. Ken also noted that there is a
proviso for departments to request variations in the usual pattern. Asked if
there going to be substantial changes in publication requirements for
promotion and tenure, Ken responded that such changes had not been
discussed. Maria Ruiz spoke concerning the pressure the proposal deadline
shifts would place on FEC. Ken spoke of PSC's concern that candidates
have time respond to letters from FEC. It's a tradeoff, Ken said: FEC's
work load vs. candidates' need for time for feedback. Also speaking as a
veteran of FEC, Steve Klemann said FEC really thinks of their now
having only two weeks to construct evaluation. Until October 15, they
attend departmental meetings, etc. He was concerned that the proposed
changes will result in an ineffective job and would prefer moving deadline
to December 1, leaving a two-week window for the candidate to respond.
Rick Vitray, Don Griffin, Roger Casey, Jill Jones, Kathryn Norsworthy,
and Eileen Gregory added to the discussion of the time constraints on the
FEC, the candidate, and on the Dean. Gary Williams moved an alternate
schedule. In response to Tom Lairson's question, Ken acknowledged that
PSC has not spoken extensively with FEC concerning this issue. Tom

then suggested that Gary withdraw his motion (Gary agreed) and Tom
moved to table PSC's motion until FEC has been consulted. The tabling
passed.

B. Academic Affairs
On behalf of AAC, Ed Cohen moved the Late Credit/No Credit
option (Addendum 2). The origin of this proposal, Ed said, was in
spunky students of several years ago who were interested in a gradeforgiveness option. The faculty rejected that plan; this is a variation: One
time, for one course in college career, students may change to a Credit/No
Credit option up to the last day of class for a course. AAC's rationale for
the proposal is included in Addendum 2. Gloria Child, Rick Vitray,
Marilyn Stewart, Dave Kurtz, Charlie Rock, Roger Casey, and Brian
Lofman engaged in a brief discussion of the proposal, largely focusing on
whether the date for the change to C/NC should be earlier. Sharon
Carnahan then called the question, which passed. The motion approving
the late Credit/No Credit option carried.

V. Adjournment:
The meeting was adjourned at 1:50.
Barbara Harrell Carson
Vice President/Secretary

Addendum 1
Values (V)
Through ethical values and moral principles, people find meaning in and
justification of their actions as individuals and as participants in their communities.
Personal growth is encouraged by critically reflecting on one's own values, on the values
of others, and on the values shaping society. This course will improve the student's
ability to articulate the ethical principles involved in important decisions, in their own
personal lives or in society (either contemporary or historical). Upon completion of this
requirement, students will be able to
Goal 1: Identify the moral and ethical dimensions of a personal or social issue (past or
present).
Goal 2: Explain the moral and ethical principles used to resolve the ethical dilemma.

Goal 3: Evaluate the moral or ethical decision reached. Typically, this requires students
to provide a reasoned evaluation of the decision and of the adequacy of the principles
involved in reaching it. In the study of historical situations and in non-Euro-American
contexts, however, the adequacy of the decision may be evaluated in terms of the moral
framework of the society and the time in which the decision occurred.

Assessment of Goal 1: Students will be presented with a social or personal issue and will
identify the moral or ethical principles involved.
Standard: 75% of the students will be able to identify the moral or ethical issues
of the specified problem in an oral presentation or in writing.

Assessment of Goal 2: Students will be presented with a social or personal issue and will
explain the moral or ethical principles at issue.
Standard: 75% of the students will be able to explain the moral or ethical issues of
the specified problem in an oral presentation or in writing.

Assessment of Goal 3: Students will be presented with a social or personal issue and will
evaluate the moral or ethical decision based either on (1) a reasoned personal value
system or (2) the moral principles at work in the historical or cultural framework for
which the decision was made.
Standard: 75% of the students will be able to evaluate the moral or ethical issues
of the specified problem in an oral presentation or in writing.

Addendum2

Late Credit/No Credit
Current Policy:

Credit/No Credit
Students who wish to take a course on a credit/no credit (CR/NC) basis rather
than for a letter grade must complete the appropriate form, available at the Office

.,f Student Records, no later than two weeks,
beginning of the fall or spring terms.
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ten

(10) working days, after the

Courses used to fulfill general education and major requirements may not be
taken on a credit/no credit basis. No more than one (1) course per term may be
credit/no credit, and a maximum of four (4) such courses may count toward
graduation. Students may not subsequently receive a grade for a course taken
on a credit basis. If a grade of 'C'- or better is earned, a mark of 'CR' and the
appropriate number of semester hours are granted. If a grade below a 'C'- is
earned, the course is abandoned, or the course is withdrawn from after the
penalty deadline, a mark of 'NC' is granted. In any case, the grade point average
is not affected.

■---ltM·NMlllll
Credit/No Credit
Students who wish to take a course on a credit/no credit (CR/NC) basis rather
than for a letter grade must complete the appropriate form, available at the Office
of Student Records, no later than two weeks, ten (10) working days, after the
beginning of the fall or spring terms. Students may also exercise a one-time
option of Late Credit/No Credit. In this option, students are permitted to
declare a class Late Credit/No Credit up until the last scheduled day of
classes for the term in which they are enrolled. This option is available for
one course, and for one time only during a student's career at Rollins.

Courses used to fulfill general education and major requirements may not be
taken on a credit/no credit basis. No more than one (1) course per term may be
credit/no credit, and a maximum of four (4) such courses may count toward
graduation. Students may not subsequently receive a grade for a course taken
on a credit basis. If a grade of 'C'- or better is earned, a mark of 'CR' and the
appropriate number of semester hours are granted. If a grade below a 'C'- is
earned, the course is abandoned, or the course is withdrawn from after the
penalty deadline, a mark of 'NC' is granted. In any case, the grade point average
is not affected.

Rationale
•

Students would feel free to explore courses outside of their comfort zone,
without fear of earning a poor grade. This might be particularly important
for sophomores or other exploratory students who are exploring courses
to learn about possible majors. Currently, at the first sign of difficulty
these students tend to make rash decisions and drop the class. With this

Late Credit/No Credit option, students might stay in the class and find that
over the semester, they improve their performance.
•

The Late Credit/No Credit option would keep more students in classes
later in the semester. An interested learner would persevere until the end
in a course that he or she might otherwise drop at mid-term, for fear of
earning a poor grade. This might contribute to maintaining higher course
enrollments. At the present, a class could have large student demand and
as a result be full after drop/add period, only to have a students drop out
weeks later, when it is too late for other students to add the class. With
this policy, students might be inclined to remain in the class because of
this additional option for protecting their GPA

•

This option is developmentally appropriate for first-year students, who
might be too inexperienced to make an appropriate decision about
dropping a class by the withdrawal deadline (about mid-semester), much
less the drop deadline (first 1_ weeks).

•

This option would also address an issue of professor variations in the
amount and type of feedback (grades) that students receive prior to the
withdrawal deadline. Some professors provide a lot of feedback about
student progress early in the semester and others provide only a grade on
the midterm exam, which is received just prior to the withdrawal deadline.
Often, a student who might have done poorly on the midterm exam may
not have all of the information that they need to predict their final grade.
Currently, students seek the professor's advice for direction about whether
to drop a class or not, which shifts the decision making to the professor.
The Late Credit/No Credit option would offer the student a way to protect
her/his GPA and place the decision about dropping squarely back on the
student.

•

Advisers would need to sign the Late Credit/No Credit form, indicating that
they have consulted with the student about this option.

I

~:
Agenda
Faculty of Arts and Sciences
Thursday, 25 October 2001
12:30 p.m. in the Galloway Room

~

I. Call to Order
II. Approval of the minutes of the 20 September 2001 meeting of the faculty
III. Old Business

A. Academic Affairs Committee

I. The "V" Requirement (addendum 1)

IV. New Business
A. Professional Standards Committee

I. Amendments to Article VIII of Bylaws of the Arts and Sciences Faculty
(to be sent by Dr. Taylor as separate attachment)
B. Academic Affairs Committee
I. Late Credit/No Credit addendum 2)
V. Adjournment
(Refreshments will be available prior to the meeting)

Addendum 1
Values (V)

Through ethical values and moral principles, people find meaning in and
justification of their actions as individuals and as participants in their communities.
Personal growth is encouraged by critically reflecting on one's own values, on the values
of others, and on the values shaping society. This course will improve the student's
ability to articulate the ethical principles involved in important decisions, in their own
personal lives or in society (either contemporary or historical). Upon completion of this
requirement, students will be able to

Goal 1: Identify the moral and ethical dimensions of a personal or social issue (past or
present).
Goal 2: Explain the moral and ethical principles used to resolve the ethical dilemma.

r

Goal 3: Evaluate the moral or ethical decision reached. Typically, this requires students
to provide a reasoned evaluation of the decision and of the adequacy of the principles
involved in reaching it. In the study of historical situations and in non-Euro-American
contexts, however, the adequacy of the decision may be evaluated in terms of the moral
framework of the society and the time in which the decision occurred.

Assessment of Goal 1: Students will be presented with a social or personal issue and will
identify the moral or ethical principles involved.
Standard: 75% of the students will be able to identify the moral or ethical issues
of the specified problem in an oral presentation or in writing.

Assessment of Goal 2: Students will be presented with a social or personal issue and will
explain the moral or ethical principles at issue.
Standard: 75% of the students will be able to explain the moral or ethical issues of
the specified problem in an oral presentation or in writing.

Assessment of Goal 3: Students will be presented with a social or personal issue and will
evaluate the moral or ethical decision based either on (1) a reasoned personal value
system or (2) the moral principles at work in the historical or cultural framework for
which the decision was made.
Standard: 75% of the students will be able to evaluate the moral or ethical issues
of the specified problem in an oral presentation or in writing.

Addendum2

Late Credit/No Credit
Current Policy:
Credit/No Credit
Students who wish to take a course on a credit/no credit (CR/NC) basis
rather than for a letter grade must complete the appropriate form, available at the

Office of Student Records, no later than two weeks, ten (10) working days, after
the beginning of the fall or spring terms.
Courses used to fulfill general education and major requirements may not
be taken on a credit/no credit basis. No more than one (1) course per term may
be credit/no credit, and a maximum of four (4) such courses may count toward
graduation. Students may not subsequently receive a grade for a course taken
on a credit basis. If a grade of 'C'- or better is earned, a mark of 'CR' and the
appropriate number of semester hours are granted. If a grade below a 'C'- is
earned, the course is abandoned, or the course is withdrawn from after the
penalty deadline, a mark of 'NC' is granted. In any case, the grade point average
is not affected.

Proposed change to be in effect for only two years, after which
its effect will be assessed and if warranted returned to the faculty for
reapproval

Credit/No Credit
Students who wish to take a course on a credit/no credit (CR/NC) basis
rather than for a letter grade must complete the appropriate form, available at the
Office of Student Records, no later than two weeks, ten (10) working days, after
the beginning of the fall or spring terms. Students may also exercise a onetime option of Late Credit/No Credit. In this option, students are permitted
to declare a class Late Credit/No Credit up until the last scheduled day of
classes for the term in which they are enrolled. This option is available for
one course, and for one time only during a student's career at Rollins.

Courses used to fulfill general education and major requirements may not
be taken on a credit/no credit basis. No more than one (1) course per term may
be credit/no credit, and a maximum of four (4) such courses may count toward
graduation. Students may not subsequently receive a grade for a course taken
on a credit basis. If a grade of 'C'- or better is earned, a mark of 'CR' and the
appropriate number of semester hours are granted. If a grade below a 'C'- is
earned, the course is abandoned, or the course is withdrawn from after the
penalty deadline, a mark of 'NC' is granted. In any case, the grade point average
is not affected.

Rationale
•

Students would feel free to explore courses outside of their comfort zone,
without fear of earning a poor grade. This might be particularly important
for sophomores or other exploratory students who are exploring courses
to learn about possible majors. Currently, at the first sign of difficulty
these students tend to make rash decisions and drop the class. With this

Late Credit/No Credit option, students might stay in the class and find that
over the semester, they improve their performance.
•

The Late Credit/No Credit option would keep more students in classes
later in the semester. An interested learner would persevere until the end
in a course that he or she might otherwise drop at mid-term, for fear of
earning a poor grade. This might contribute to maintaining higher course
enrollments. At the present, a class could have large student demand and
as a result be full after drop/add period, only to have a students drop out
weeks later, when it is too late for other students to add the class. With
this policy, students might be inclined to remain in the class because of
this additional option for protecting their GPA.

•

This option is developmentally appropriate for first-year students, who
might be too inexperienced to make an appropriate decision about
dropping a class by the withdrawal deadline (about mid-semester), much
less the drop deadline (first 1_ weeks).

•

This option would also address an issue of professor variations in the
amount and type of feedback (grades) that students receive prior to the
withdrawal deadline. Some professors provide a lot of feedback about
student progress early in the semester and others provide only a grade on
the midterm exam, which is received just prior to the withdrawal deadline.
Often, a student who might have done poorly on the midterm exam may
not have all of the information that they need to predict their final grade.
Currently, students seek the professor's advice for direction about whether
to drop a class or not, which shifts the decision making to the professor.
The Late Credit/No Credit option would offer the student a way to protect
her/his GPA and place the decision about dropping squarely back on the
student.

•

Advisers would need to sign the Late Credit/No Credit form, indicating that
they have consulted with the student about this option.

,. 18, 2001

PSC

~otes on changes in the Article VIII (Faculty Evaluations) Bylaws to be presented for faculty approval on
Oct. 25, 200 I
Many of the changes in the document involve correcting inconsistencies in language and structure, and eliminating
many of the redundancies

r

(I) The major impet4s motivating this revision of Article VIII is a change in the process and timing of
evaluation of candidates for tenure. These changes specify that the candidate receives copies of reports and
recommendations from the two evaluation committees, the Dean and the Provost [Part D, section 2, p. 8], indicates
the time frame, and provides the option to respond to both the Dean's recommendation and the FEC's
recommendation [Part D, sections 5 and 6, pp. 10-11]. You may remember this as Diagram 1.5* we enjoyed last
year and which we will be distributing at the faculty meeting to provide a visual representation of the narrative in
the Bylaws.

Additional changes are also recommended, the summaries of which follow .

(2) reappointment language more consistent with AAUP guidelines [Part

A.

section 2, p. 2]

(3) appointment period language is eliminated since almost all re-appointments are annual [Part A, section 2, p. 2]
(4) a stronger Boyerian statement of the interrelatedness of teaching, research and scholarship, and service at
Rollins [Part B, section I, pp . 2-3]
(5) statement that creation of art or performance are research and scholarship criteria in the appropriate field
[Part B, section I , p. 2)
(6) statement that program development and advising are important as service [Part B, section 1, p. 4]
(7) statement that a mid-course evaluation can be done by a candidate for promotion to Professor [Part C, section
2, p. 7)
(8) statement of informal evaluation process for candidate wherein data would not be part of the candidate's file
[Part C, section I, p. 6)
(9) use of the term "Candidate Evaluation Committee" instead of "Department Evaluation Committee".
( I 0) inclusion of an outside-the-department faculty on the Candidate Evaluation Committee in the case of candidates
who have appointments that include responsibilities in programs or departments other than the one in which they
are appointed. [Part D, section 4, pp. 9-10)

* You will note that Article IX ( Amendment Procedure on p. 15 of the document for consideration you received
yesterday) allows the faculty to make changes in the suggested amendments that they receive prior to the faculty
meeting at which they are considered without negating the amendment process. With that in mind, the PSC would
gladly accept a friendly amendment to remove the Dean from the Candidate Evaluation Committee (Part D, second
sentence changes from the original in section 5, p. 10). The Dean does not want to sit on that committee and
neither does the PSC.
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Original Bylaws in Times font, eliminations in cross outs, additions in _bold Courier font
Revision: Oct. 18, 2001

ARTICLE VIII
FACUL1Y EVALUATIONS
A. FACUL1Y APPOINTMENTS

For joint appointments across schools, more than one Dean will be
involved in the evaluation of a candidate, and so all statements
in Article VIII pertaining to a Dean should be interpreted as
applying to "Deans" when this is the case. Likewise, in programs
headed by a Director rather than a Dean, all statements in Article
VIII pertaining to a Dean should be interpreted as applying to a
"Director".
Section 1. New Appointments
Faculty appointments may be made to tenure-track or visiting positions. No tenure-track
appointment may last beyond seven consecutive years without the faculty being granted
gfami:B:g tenure. No visiting faculty appointment may last beyond six consecutive years. Initial
appointments of tenure-track faculty shall normally be for a two-year period. All faculty
appointments shall be made by the President llfl0B t=eeemmeneatieB: with the advice of the
Provost, who may act as the President ' s agent, and the appropriate Dean. All
tenure-track appointments will sheule be made as the result of national searches.
The department to which the candidate will be appointed will ttsttally normally conduct the search.
tlteugh a speeial seat=eh eemmittee may ee esffl-elishee waefe 8flpropfiate. Search committees shall
have one faculty member from outside the department who will be appointed by the appropriate
Dean in consultation with the department. The appointee will be a voting member of the search
committee. The recruitment and selection of candidates for faculty appointments will conform
wit:e. to the equal employment opportunity and affirmative action policies of the College.
The Dean shall not recommend the appointment of anyone of whom a majority of the tenured and
tenure-track members of the appointee's department or program disapproves. If a new
appointment must be made when a majority of the members of the department or program
cannot be consulted, the Dean may recommend no more than a one-year visiting appointment.

Section 2. Re-appointments

Re-appointments normally occur annually after the initial
appointment. The B:effftal pattem fof a full pre tenUfe preeatieB:a.ry peried for a teattre traek
faeulty memeer witltettt et=eeit for prier eKperienee is tlH:ee eeB:seettth•e Qf)peintffieB:ts ef twe, three,
and trNe yearo respeeti1, 1ely. However, a department or program may recommend reappointment

-"
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contracts of eae yeaf, two years or three years, subject to the concurrence of the appropriate Dean.
All appointments and re-appointments made during a faculty member's probationary period are
terminal appointments for not more than three years. Visiting appointments are for not more than
three years.
Reappointment evaluations are conducted by the Def)ar'".meat Candidate Evaluation Committee.
'+"lhiok oea9i9ro ef t:he Cka.ir ef the ftftd a HHniHUtffi ef tv,ce addif:ieaal toaHred ffieffiaers ef the
de138ftffieat withest e~Eolsdiag teasrod ffieffiaers 1Nhe 1,r,ri9h te 901'\'0.
,,

r

Reappointments shall be made by the President only with the approval of the De13artffieat
Candidate Evaluation Committee and a majority of the tenured and tenure-track members of the
Department, after review by the appropriate Dean, and the Provost.

Ia the oa9e ef aea F08flf)eiatffieftt for a seoead eeatraot f)eried, oaHdioote9 ffiH9t ae aetified ia
wrif:iag ay Deoeffi:Ber 15 ef tho last yeaf ef the first 8flfleiatmeat oeatmot. Ia all ether oa909 ef aea
F08flfleiatmeftt, oaHdidato9 ffi:H9t 80 aetifiea ia writiag 8}' May 31 ef the aoadeHHo yoaf 13rooodiag the
last oeatmotH&l yeaf.

In case of a renewable one-year academic year appointment, notice
of nonreappointment must be transmitted in writing to the
candidate not later than March 1. In case of a two-year academic
year appointment, a written notice of nonreappointment must be
sent to the candidate not later than December 15. If a one-year
appointment terminates during an academic year, the candidate must
be notified in writing at least three months in advance of its
termination. If a two-year appointment terminates during an
academic year, the candidate must be notified in writing at least
six months in advance of its termination. After two or more years
of service, notice of nonreappointment must be given not later
than twelve months before the expiration of the appointment.

B. CRITERIA FOR FACULTY EVALUATION

Section 1. General Criteria
The education of students is the primary mission of Rollins
College. To that end the role of the faculty involves teaching,
research and scholarship, and service as interrelated components
that serve this mission. Rollins values teaching excellence above all. We see
scholarship and service as concomitant to good teaching. We expect candidates for tenure and
promotion to demonstrate scholarly interests and give evidence of an active scholarly life. as
aoffiea9tratea tkreHgk wfittea er eral flH8lie flF09efttMiea9 aHel f)erfofffi8aoe9 that oaa 80 01t1e:llt&teEl
8Y f!Oers ia9iae aad eHroide the oellege oefflffi:HB:ity, We expect candidates for

tenure and promotion to engage in service within the College and
to demonstrate how service outside the College is connected to the
mission of the College.
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Ne expect candidates to make a case for tenure and promotion. Tenure and promotion represent
recognition by the College community that a faculty member has metettF Rollins' standards for
membership and achievement. We expect every faculty member to adhere to
professional standards, as well as to demonstrate the commitment
to rational dialogue that is required for cooperative relations
among colleagues and the promotion of knowledge and understanding
among students. To receive tenure or promotion, the candidate must
demonstrate that he or she has contributed, and will continue to
contribute, to the College"s educational mission in spirit as well
as substance.
In making the case for tenure and promotion, the candidate should ase the feUe·.ir.ng mfermatieR.
address the following categories.

The feUe•.vmg iRferme:tiee is tftlEee iete aeeetiftt vrhee e•.•alae:tiftg a eOBdiaa-te fer reappeietmeet,
tem:!fe er premetiea.
Teaching. Rollins College expects the candidate to demonstrate both high competence in his/her
field(s) and the ability to convey knowledge of his/her field to students. While we recognize the
legitimacy of a wide variety of teaching methods, the candidate must be able to organize coherent
and useful courses, stimulate student thought, challenge student assumptions, and establish a
realistic but demanding set of expectations. Means of evaluation in this area include course
evaluations, classroom visits, review of course syllabi, writing or conversations with colleagues
that demonstrate the candidate's intellectual ability, and evidence of excellent
communication skills. The candidate must demonstrate excellence as a teacher to desen•e merit
tenure or promotion.
Research and Scholarship. We expect the candidate to demonstrate scholarly accomplishment, as
well as ongoing intellectual activity directed toward making a contribution to his or herfields(s)
and/or toward the extension or deepening of intellectual competence. We recognize the value not
only of scholarship in a particular academic discipline, buteB also in inter-disciplinary efforts
scholarship and pedagogical research. as well. Accomplishment in this area may be
demonstrated, as appropriate, by the following: scholarly writings submitted for review by
one's peers, presentation of papers at professional meetings, creation of art or
performance, participation in scholarly activities such as seminars in which written scholarly
work is required, service as a referee or reviewer for professional journals and/or publishers, invited
lectures and performances, the receipt of grants or fellowships from which scholarly writing is
expected, public performance, eF and the publication of journal articles or books. These activities
must represent a pattern of professional development, suggesting an intellectual and scholarly life
that will continue after the awarding of tenure or promotion.
These requirements are the same for tenure and promotion, except that the College has higher
expectations for candidates for promotion to Professor. Given the time that normally elapses
before a candidate can apply for promotion to Professor, he or she must be able to demonstrate a
stronger record of scholarly accomplishment to desen•e merit promotion.
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College Service. We expect every faculty member to make a contribution to the College community
beyond the classroom and beyond his or her research efforts. 8inee the t:tuality of students'
edueatioR def)eftds OH the College's ability to addJ:ess their iRdividual aeademi:e aeeds, ·ne e~Ef)eet all
faeulty to be a,•ailable aRd reeef)ti·,•e to studeats. This does aot meaR that faeulty must be ia their
offiees at studeat demaad, but that they must be tltere frequeatly aad regularly eaough for studeats
to eossult Vlith them OH a reasoRable basis. 8imi:larly, just as the quality of a studeRt's edueatioa
requires effeeti,•e elassroom teaehiRg, so it def)eads OH good ad·,•isiag regardiRg their o,•erall
eourses of study. CoRsequeatly, we eJEf)eet the eaH:didato to share equall~• ia the eollege aRd
def)artmeRt ad·,·isiag load. Contribution to the College community should include, for example, such
services as participation in College committees, involvement in student activities, effectiveness and
cooperation in departmental and interdepartmental programs, active and effective participation in the
cultural and intellectual life of the College, and service in the outside community. that is besefieial to
the College. or that, in the Sf)irit of tlte liberal arts traditios, eftkaaees the quality of life iR the
eoftlffluaity outside the College.

Development of academic, curricular, and other programs that
enrich the life of the can weigh heavily in considering a
candidate's College service.
Likewise, the depth of commitment to advising (students,
organizations, programs) can also be seriously considered in
evaluating a candidate's College service. Student advising
includes not only accepting a reasonable number of advisees,
consistent with the candidate's other responsibilities, and making
oneself available to students outside of class on a regular basis,
but also interacting with students outside of class regarding
issues and interests in the courses a candidate teaches and
discussing with advisees their overall academic program, course
selections and career concerns.
Service to the College can take many forms, and Rollins recognizes the variety of contributions
made by individual faculty members that contribute to the mission of the

College.
\l/e eKf)eot o·,•ery faeulty ffl:Offlber, ho·No111er, to adhere to f)Fofessiosal staadaffls, as well as ta
demanstrate the eamm.itmoBt ta ftltiaaal dialogue that is required for eoof)eftlti¥e relatiass fflftaRg
eolleagues and tlte f)FOfflotios of lmowledge aad uaderstaadisg fflftoag studeRts. To roeei11•e teRure
ar f)FOffl:otiaR, the eaH:didate must demoastrate that he ar she has eofttributed, aad will eoatiaue to
eoatribute, to the College's edueatiaaal mi:ssioR ia Bf)irit as well as substaaee.

Section 2. Departmental Criteria
Each department, with the concurrence of the Faculty Evaluation Committee, shall determine how
the above criteria shall be defiaed and applied for faculty evaluations by the Candidate
Evaluation CoDDDi ttee in particular academic disciplines Approved department

criteria shall be in the form of a written document to which the
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aandidate has access. In the absence of approved department
criteria, the College criteria, as stated in the previous
section, shall apply. Specifications of approved department
criteria are available in the Dean of Faculty Office.

Section 3. Specific Criteria for Reappointment and Promotion

No reappointment or promotion, except as provided below for instructors who receive the terminal
degree, is to be regarded as automatic, but must be earned by merit as demonstrated by all
applicable activities. Promotions in rank shall be made in accord with the general criteria of the
College and the specific criteria described below. They will go into effect
September 1 following the evaluation proceedings.
Reappointment. Criteria for reappointment shall be the same as those for tenure and promotion,
with the understanding that aHang tfte preeMieftftfY peaea, the candidate is evaluated for the
promise of excellence in teaching, research and scholarship, and College service.
Promotion to Assistant Professor. For persons employed at the initial rank of instructor pending
attainment of the terminal degree, promotion to the rank of Assistant Professor will be automatic
and take effect upon their receiving the terminal degree. pre¥i:aea taey meet an etfter eateRa
for reappeintment.

Instructors who have not received the doctorate or the terminal degree in the appropriate field, may
be promoted to Assistant professoronly if the Candidate Evaluation Committee and the
appropriate Dean conclude that all criteria for reappointment have been met and that the individual's
continued employment is justified by exceptional conditions, such as: the individual's contribution
to the College has been outstanding, and if applicable, progress on the terminal degree is significant
enough so that this degree will be awarded within a year.
No candidate without the terminal degree will be promoted without the approval of a
majority of the Candidate Evaluation CoDDD.i ttee. Pi:ometien te tfte rank ef prefesser
•Nill go inte effeet SeptetBeer 1 folle•wing tae e•,•a.lHatiee. preeeeaie.gs.
Promotion to Associate Professor. Persons holding the rank of Assistant Professor may be
awarded promotion to the rank of Associate Professor after a minimum of six years of full-time
teaching in a senior institution at the Assistant Professor level, of which at least four years have
been at this institution.

If the Candidate Evaluation CoDDD.ittee and the appropriate Dean believe that the
individual's contribution to the College, professional growth and potential warrant the promotion,
then upon their recommendations and the concurrence of the Provost, the promotion may be
grantedby the President. No candidate will be promoted without the
approval of the majority of the Candidate Evaluation CoDDD.ittee.Only
in exceptional cases will promotion to the rank of Associate Professor be considered for individuals
not holding the terminal degree in the appropriate field and not having completed the minimum
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number of years. These exceptional cases will be determined by joint approval of the
relevant department, the Faculty Evaluation Committee and the
appropriate Dean eaeh aepaffffleat of the CoUege ia eoasulatioa v.citk the Faeulty E1i·ah:1atioa

Committee OHa tke appropriate Dean ,
No eanaiaate wiU 90 prntH:otea without the appF01i'ru of the ffiajority of the Depaf1fflent E•,·aluatioH
Committee. PfotH:otioas skall 80 tH:aae 9y the Pf-esiaent •Nita the aaviee of upoa the reeotH:nteaaatioa
of tke Pfo•,·ost. Pfontotioa to tke FOnlc of prnfessor win go ieto effeet SeptetH:80f 1 foHo•Hing the
01i·ruHation proeeedings.
1

Promotion to Professor. Faculty members with the terminal degree in the appropriate field holding
the rank of Associate Professor may be awarded promotion to Professor, after a minimum of five
years full time experience in a senior institution at the rank of Associate Professor, of which at least
three years have been at this institution. The Board of Trustees, upon recommendation by the
President, may waive f:8.e50 this minimum duration, but only in exceptional circumstances. ~
e~Eeeptioes The delineation of these circumstances will be determined by each
department of the College in consultation with the Faculty Evaluation Committee and the
appropriate Dean.
For promotion to the rank of Professor, the individual must receive the positi11·0 e¥ruliftt:i.oe
positive recoDDDendation of a majority of the Candidate Evaluation Committee. and the
Pfo¥ost. The Provost will make a separate positive or negative
recoDDDendation to the President. Promotions to the rank of Professor shall be made
by the Board of Trustees and upon the recommendation of the President. PFontotioe to the FOftk of
PfofessoF will go ieto effeet Septent8er 1 foUowieg the 01i·ruHatioe proeeeaings.

C. PROCEDURES FOR REVIEW OF UNTENURED FACULTY PRIOR TO THE TENURE
REVIEW

Section 1. Annual Evaluations
The Candidate Evaluation Committee normally conducts annual formal evaluations. The
evaluation will be documented in a report addressed to the appropriate Dean and placed in the
candidate's permanent file. The report should include an analysis and evaluation of the candidate's
progress toward tenure, based on the criteria set forth in the by-laws and in individual departmental
criteri~
Annual evaluations are to be conducted every year in which neither a tenure evaluation nor a
comprehensive mid-course evaluation takes place.

Informal reviews or discussions of a candidate's progress in
meeting department and College expectations are encouraged. These
will not be part of the candidate's formal file.
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Section 2. Comprehensive Mid-Course Evaluation
Prior to the tenure review, each candidate for tenure and promotion will receive one comprehensive
mid-course evaluation. This evaluation procedure follows the description given in Part D., sections
1-5 for a tenure/promotion evaluation e*eept that HO FeeomraeHeatioH FegaFdiHg teHuFe Of
pFomotioH is made except for the timing and the absence of a
(

reconunendation. Normally, the comprehensive mid-course evaluation
will take place in the spring of the candidate's third year, but
no later than two years before the evaluation for tenure is to
take place. In lieu of such a recommendation, the Candidate Evaluation
Conunittee, the appropriate Dean, and the Faculty Evaluation Committee will each prepare a
written report detailing the perceived strengths and weaknesses of the candidate, including specific
comments regarding directions the candidate might pursue to strengthen his or her case for tenure
or promotion.

Typieally, the eompF0aeHsi111e ffiid eouFSe e1, 11HuatioH will tak:e plaee iH the spFiHg of the eaadidate's
taiFd Of fourta yeaF, eut HO lateF thftft two yeaFS eefoFe tae e111al'HMioH for teHUFe is to tak:e plaee.

A candidate for promotion to Professor may also make a written
request for a comprehensive mid-course evaluation, at least two
years prior to candidacy for Professor. In this case, the
procedures for the comprehensive mid-course evaluation for tenure
will be followed.

D. PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATION OF CANDIDACY FOR TENURE EVALUi~TION
AND PROMOTION TO PROFESSOR

Section 1. Eligibility for Tenure
N onnally, a candidate is eligible for the awarding of tenure in his or her seventh year of a tenuretrack appointment at Rollins, with the possibility for earlier consideration if the candidate has
had prior experience. Individuals with three years full-time experience at the Assistant Professor
level or higher at other institutions may be awarded tenure in their sixth year at Rollins.
Individuals with four or more years full-time experience at the Assistant Professor level or higher
at other institutions may be awarded tenure in their fifth year at Rollins. Individuals who have
had full-time experience at the Assistant Professor level or higher at Rollins in a visiting position
may use their Rollins' visiting experience as tenure-track, or may utilize up to the full seven-year
tenure-track probationary period.
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Section 2. Notification of the Candidate
The review for tenure or promotion is done in the academic year preceding the award. Tenured
appointments or promotions commence September 1 the year following
the award.
In April of each year, the appropriate Dean writes those faculty members eligible for tenure review
and/or promotion evaluation the following fall. Nofffl:ally a eaeaiElnte is eligi0le for the a•Nnraieg of

tem1re ie his or her se•,•eeth yenr at Rallies (llfta as enrly as their fo1:1rtli year at Rollins if he or she
has haa pre•lio1:1s teaching eKperienee). lt10ir,•i01:1als .,.. ith three yenrs foll time eKperieeee at the
assistaftt professor le•,•el or higl½er at otaer institl:ltioes may 00 appoiatea to tet11:1re after their fifth
yenr at RolliRS. 1Rair.•i01:1als with fo1:1r or more yenrs of fttll time sePt•ioe at the nssistnet professor
ler,•el or higher at other instit1:1tions may 00 nppoietea to ten1:1re after their fo1:1rth yenr at Rollins.
Candidates seeking evaluation must inform the appropriate Dean or Direetor in writing. The Dean
or Director then provides them with a timetable for the evaluation process and a description of the
materials each candidate must assemble for the evaluation file (the professional assessment
statement, course syllabi, samples of exams and other assignments, samples of written work, and
any other information the candidate deems relevant to the evaluation). The candidate must submit
these materials to the Department Chair by June 15. The Dean or Director also notifies the
department chair of the candidate's intention to undergo review. As the evaluation
process proceeds, the candidate receives copies of all letters and
recommendations submitted by the Candidate Evaluation Committee,
the Faculty Evaluation Committee, the Dean of the Faculty and the
Provost.

Section 3. Professional Assessment Statement
At the time of the tenure and/or promotion evaluation, each candidate is expected to make a written
statement of his or her activities since his/her last evaluation. All relevant professional activities are
addressed: teaching, research and scholarship, and College service. The statement
includes the candidate's assessment of his or her successes and failures, as well as a plan for future
development. In the area of scholarly research, the College is particularly interested in knowing

•
•
•

how well the candidate has developed professionally 0eyoe0 tao le•,•el of the termi:ftftl aegree
since the last formal evaluation,
how the candidate's research interests and professional activities constitute a coherent path
of development, and
how the candidate's research interests are connected to his or her activities as a classroom
teaeher. academic life.
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Since each candidate's application is judged by colleagues from the general College community, as
well as those from his or her particular academic discipline, the professional assessment statement
plays a critical role in making determinations about the candidate's professional competence and
quality of mind. While a faculty member has reasonable latitude for changes of professional
direction, the professional assessment statement is used to make determinations about the
candidate's professional development in subsequent evaluations and #-i5 may be consulted when
determinations are made about requests for funding and release time support.

Section 4. l>etJ&Ftmeet Candidate Evaluation Committee
The Def)e.fl:Rient 19.•alt:ffltion Committee eonsists of the Chair of the tlof)tHtment, a mtnimuRi of two
atlwtional tenures momeors of t:ko tlope.fl:mont ·Nho are soloetetl ey a majority of tho tenures anti
tenure traek momeoFS of the tlopar..mont, ·Nithout o*olutling tenures memeers who r,r.,ish to son•o,
anti a momeor of tho Paeulty et.•alt:ffltion Committee r,•,<ho sop,•os as an O* offieio (non t,•oting)
fflOffteOf. If PN0 atleitional tenures fflOffl80fS of tho eope.fl:fflent are Uftft','ffilaelo, non tenures
ffiOffteOfS are appoiatoe. If ROB tenures fflOffl80fS are uear,•ailaelo, tho Elepar..mont Chair, with t:ke
aE1¥ieo of tho eanElielato ftftEI tho apf)fOt,•al of tho Pfefessional 8tanElet=Els Coffllftitteo, soloets tenures
momeors fFOm outsitlo tho BOf)ar'"..mont to sep,•o oe tho oommittoo. Noffflally, tho Chair of tho
0013e.fl:fflont also eha:irs tho o·,•alt:ffltion oommittoe. If ho or she is the er,•aluatioa, another momeer of
tho tle13ar..meet is seloetetl as ehair.
Reappointment evaluations are normally conducted by the Candidate
Evaluation Conmittee.The chair of the department to which the
candidate has been appointed, in consultation with members of that
department, select a Candidate Evaluation Conmittee by June 15 of
the academic year in which the evaluation takes place. The
Candidatet Evaluation Conmittee conducts annual evaluations, the
mid-course evaluations, and the evaluations associated with tenure
and promotion. The Candidate Evaluation Conmittee normally
consists of the Chair of the department (unless the Chair is being
evaluated) and a minimum of two additional tenured members of the
department who are selected by a majority of all full-time members
of the department, without excluding tenured members who wish to
serve. In addition, a member of the Faculty Evaluation Conmittee
serves as an ex officio (non-voting) member when the candidate is
being evaluated for tenure or promotion to Professor. If two
additional tenured members of the department are unavailable, nontenured members~ may be appointed. If non-tenured members are
unavailable, the department Chair, with the advice of the
candidate and the approval of the Faculty Evaluation Conmittee,
selects tenured members from outside the department to serve on
the Conmittee. If the Chair is the candidate being evaluated,
another member of the department is selected as Chair.
For candidates with an appointment in more than one department or
program, the Candidate Evaluation Conmittee, with the advice of
the candidate, will add to the Conmittee one more tenured

faculty, or non-tenured faculty if a tenured faculty is
unavailable. This faculty should have greater familiarity with
the work of the candidate outside the department to which the
candidate was appointed
If such a faculty is unavailable, the
Chair of the Professional Standards Committee will select a
tenured faculty to serve on the Candidate Evaluation Committee.

Collection of Material Required for Review. The Chair of the Dop!H'".IBont Candidate Evaluation
Committee has the responsibility for notifying the candidate to collectffig ~ materials
deemed needed FOfiHiFotl for the evaluation such as letters from tenured members of the
department, and student evaluations, ftftG lo"'8Fs fFoffl eKtemal e•,1alHatoFB and for placing them, along
with the materials submitted by the candidate, in the candidate's file for members of the DepartfflOBt
Candidate Evaluation Committee to review.
At the candidate's~, request for the assessment of the candidate's scholarship, two peer
evaluators feF from institutions other than Rollins may be selected by the Chair of the Dop!H'".IBent
Candidate Evaluation Committee and the appropriate Dean from a list submitted by the
candidate. The Chair then contacts the peer evaluators and requests their evaluation of the
candidate's scholarship.

Review by the DeptH'lfflent Candidate Evaluation Committee. After each member of the
Committee has reviewed the candidate's file, the Committee meets with the candidate to discuss the
activities addressed in the file. Issues that the Committee considers relevant to the evaluation that
might not have been addressed by the candidate are also raised here. The Committee then
approves ffl00ts to ~IM'0:r,1e a letter of evaluation written on its behalf ef file Faeslty
Cofflffli"'8e. The letter records the vote of the Committee. If the Committee makes a positive
recommendation, it gives reasons for its recommendation in the letter of evaluation. In the cases of a
recommendation against awarding tenure or promotion, the Committee gives reasons for its
conclusion in the letter. Tltis lottoF is k:ept aft file hy the Faeulty &,ialsatiee. Cemmittoo. No
candidate is tenured or promoted without the approval of a majority of the Dop!H'".IBent
Candidate Evaluation Committee. The candidate is given a copy of the evaluation letter, and has
the opportunity to respond. For tenure decisions, the Committee Chair sends the letter to the
Faculty Evaluation Committee and the candidate by September 30. For decisions on
promotion to Professor, the Chair sends the letter to the Faculty Evaluation Committee by October
15. A copy of the letter, along with the candidate's file, is sent to the appropriate Dean at the same
time.

Section 5. Evaluation by Deans or Directors
Based on the candidate's file as well as his or her knowledge of the candidate, the appropriate Dean
conducts a separate evaluation. The Dean sits as a nonvoting member of the Candidate
Evaluation Committee and may alse consult with the DopaFtfflont Candidate Evaluation
Committee, the candidate, or any other members of the community.
The Dean writes a separate letterfst of evaluation on and recommendation for the
candidate. For tenure decisions, the Dean submits a preliminary report and
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recommendation letter to the candidate and Faculty Evaluation Committee by October
31. For decisions on promotion to Professor, the Dean submits a letter to the candidate
and Faculty Evaluation Committee by October 31. For tenure decisions, the
candidate has until Dec. 1 to respond in writing to the
preliminary report. After additional deliberations, the final
report and recommendation, positive or negative, of the Dean will
be sent to the Provost by Dec. 15 with copies to the candidate and
the Faculty Evaluation Committee. . At these t:imes, the oa.Bdidate FOoei1i•os a oopy of
t:hese lettef9, a.Ba tae Dean or Director seftes the ea.Baidate's me to t1te Faot1lty e1i•alt1atioa
Commtttee.

Section 6. Faculty Evaluation Committee Structure and Evaluation
The Faculty Evaluation Committee consists of five tenured faculty members each with the rank
of Professor serving staggered terms of three years, ftftEl one alternate (serving a term of one year),
to serve when a regular member is excused from an evaluation. These faculty members are
appointed by Executive Committee, with some consideration given to academic diversity, and
ratified by the faculty. Members of the Faculty Evaluation Committee receive one course-released
time every year they serve on the Committee.

Access to Information. The Faculty Evaluation Committee has access to the candidate's file and all
other materials considered at other stages of the evaluation process, and can request
additional information from the Dean. It is always appropriate for the Faculty
Evaluation Committee to introduce additional information that might not have been included by the
Candidate Evaluation Committee or the appropriate Dean. The Faculty Evaluation Committee also
has the authority to call in anyone it needs for consultation, especially where there is disagreement
between parties at different stages of the evaluation process
Review by tlie Faculty Evaluation Committee. The Faculty Evaluation Committee conducts its own
evaluation of each candidate for tenure or promotion. Since it is difficult to evaluate candidates in
disciplines other than one's own, review is based on the following sources: the written
report and recommendation review by the Candidate Evaluation Committee, the
assessment of the external evaluators (when requested by the candidate), the report and
recommendation of the appropriate Dean, the candidate's professional assessment statement,
and the department's specifications of how College criteria for tenure and promotion are defined,
measured, and applied. The Committee may also consult with the Candidate Evaluation Committee,
the appropriate Dean, the candidate, or any other member of the community.

8eeat1se the aopftftmeftt is ftormally tae hostjt1ago ef a oanaidate's EtMalifieatioft is a partiot1lar
aoaaemio aisoiplifte, fto oaneiaate is teftMFOa or promotes ·Nithout the appro1i•al of a ma:jority of t1te
Ca.Baiaate &,•aluatioR Commtttee.
Upoft oomplotios ef iltl F01i1i01.v, the Faeulty &,•aluat:ioe Committee ,..,,rites a lotter of FOeoffiffieR.aat:ioft.
Per tefture eeoisiofts, tltis lotter is suhmittea to the Pffi"i1ost hy Dooemeor 15. Per aeoisions oa
promotios to professor, tae letter is submittoa to tho Pro¥ost by Maree 1.
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Upon completion of its review, the Faculty Evaluation Conunittee
writes a report and recoDDDendation. For tenure decisions, the
CoDDDittee submits a written preliminary recoDDDendation to the Dean
of the Faculty and the candidate by November 15. If choosing to
reply to the preliminary recoDDDendation, the candidate must do so
in writing by December 1. After additional deliberations, the
Faculty Evaluation CoDDDittee submits its final report and
recoDDDendation, positive or negative, in writing to the Provost by
December 15 with copies to the candidate and Dean. For decisions
on promotion to Professor, the Conunittee submits the candidate's
file, report and recoDDDendation, positive or negative, in writing
to the Provost by March 1. In either case, the recoDDDendation of
the CoDDDittee may agree or disagree with that of the Candidate
Evaluation CoDDDittee or of the Dean.
Cend1,1sief'l5 of t.½e 1t:aeblky E>,'tlibl6Hien CemmiHee. A f>OsitiYe ,eeommeneation b~, the Faeulty
E1tralNfttion Committee is ferwafflea to tfte Pftwost fer his or her F01t1ie1i•,r, along •Nith the eanaieate's
file:

In the e1treat ef a aegat-:i1t1e e•,raluat-:ion by tfte 'F'aeelty E>,1alaatioa Committee, the Faeulty E•,raleation
Committee v,rill eoasult with the Def)Elftfflent & aluation Committee on f)Oiats of aisag,eemeat. If the
1

Faeulty H>.1aluat-:ioa Committee is stiU aot satisfies with the ttfgUfflents of the Def)artmeat &,1aluatioa
Committee, it submits its aegati•,re reeommet1:tiation, along wit:h the eanaiaate's file, to the Pfo•,1ost
fer his or her reeommeaeation.
Section 7. Provost
Uf)Oft a ,eeommeaeation from the Faeulty E>,raluatioa Committee Assessing the
recoDDDendations from the Faculty Evaluation CoDDDittee and the Dean,
the Provost reviews the candidate's file and makes a recommendation to the President. For tenure
decisions, this letter is submitted to the President by January 15. For decisions on promotion to
Professor, the letter is submitted to the President by April 1. In ease If the Provost accepts a
positive recommendation of the Departmental Evaluation Committee and recommends overturning a
negative recommendation of the Faculty Evaluation Committee, he or she submits reasons for
his/her decisions in writing to the Faculty Evaluation Committee and the candidate.
When a conflict occurs between the Faculty Evaluation Committee and the Candidate Evaluation
Committee or when the Faculty Evaluation Committee has reeei>.100 J:lermissioa as flFOVitiea in these
bylaws receives permission from the Provost to extend the date for submission of
its report, the President may extend the date for the Provost's recommendation for a period not
exceeding thirty calendar days from receipt of the Faculty Evaluation CoDDDi ttee report.
The candidate will be notified by the President of such extension(s) and given a revised date for the
Provost's decision letter to the President.
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Section 8. President
Upon receiving the Provost's letter, the President makes a recommendation to the Board of
Trustees. For tenure decision, this recommendation is made at the February Board meeting. For
decisions on promotion to Professor, the recommendation is made at the May Board meeting. The
decision of the Board is communicated to the candidate in writing by the last day of February for
tenure decisions or by May 31 for decisions on promotion to Professor. In the case of a negative
decision, the candidate has until August 1 to file an appeal. Appointment to tenure and promotion to
Professor will go into effect September 1 following the vote of the Board.

E. APPEALS ON DECISIONS OF TENURE AND PROMOTION
Section 1. Grounds
Decisions on tenure and promotion may be appealed only in the event of the following charges:
discrimination on the basis of race, national origin, religion, sex, sexual orientation prefeFeaee,
age or physical handicap; procedural improprieties; or violations of academic freedom.

Section 2. Appointment of the Appeals Committee
The Appeals Committee consists of three tenured faculty with the rank of Ml
Professor, serving staggered terms of three years. The Professional Standards Committee, upon
the approval of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and the President appoints two of these members.
The third is appointed by the Faculty of the Crummer School, upon the approval of the President.
The Appeals Committee will include no members of the Candidate Evaluation
Committee or the Faculty Evaluation Committee.

Section 3. Review of the Appeals Committee
A candidate who appeals a tenure or promotion decision has until August 1 following the evaluation
to file an appeal. The candidate appeals to the Appeals Committee wile which reviews the case and
decides whether there is sufficient cause for an appeal. If the Appeals Committee eOIHHlittee
finds that sufficient cause does exist, a meeting for a full-scale review is convened.

The Appeals Committee has the authority to review aoth the sttastaaee 8:fta the procedure of a
tenure or promotion decision. It does not rule on the pFOeetittfOS of ei.•e:l:mrtioa, ho•Nei.•er, H:Ot
-the fflem5 substance of the case. To win an appeal, the candidate must demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the Committee that the evaluation process has been flawed. That is, In the absence of
convincing~ evidence to the eoH:tffify, that the procedure has been flawed,
the Appeals Committee affirms the original decision to deny tenure or promotion.
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Section 4. Recommendations of the Appeals Committee
After reviewing the case, the Appeals Committee makes a recommendation to the President. It may
recommend upholding the decision to deny tenure or promotion, or it may recommend a new
evaluation, either by the original Committee or by a newly constituted Committee.

F. EVALUATION OF TENURED FACULTY
The Candidate Evaluation Committees, with the support of the appropriate Dean or Direetor, are
charged with the responsibilities of encouraging improved teaching and professional development
for all members of the faculty. Tenured faculty will normally be evaluated every five years. The
appropriate Dean, with the approval of the Professional Standards Committee may recommend
exceptions.
While the primary purpose of continued assessment is to promote improved teaching and
professional development, it also assists tenured faculty in the identification and correction of any
deficiencies. Should the Candidate Evaluation Committee or the appropriate Dean detect
deficiencies, which are particularly significant, the evaluation proceedings may be initiated at any
time.

Section 1. Candidate Evaluation Committee
The faculty member's professional assessment statement plays a primary role in these fi,,•e year
evaluations. As in tenure or promotion review, the faculty member creates a file for members of the
Candidate Evaluation Committee to review. The Committee then meets with the faculty member to
discuss the professional assessment statement and writes a brief letter of evaluation in response to
it, noting points of concurrence or disagreement. This letter is sent to the candidate and the
appropriate Dean by February 1 Deeemeer 15 of the evaluation year.

Section 2. Evaluations by Deans
The Deanf! ana Direetors plays a central role in providing on-going encouragement and support for
faculty efforts at professional development.
The Dean meets with the faculty member separately to discuss the professional assessment
statement and the letter of the Candidate Evaluation Committee. The Dean then writes a brief letter
of evaluation, stating points of concurrence or disagreement. The faculty member receives a copy of
this letter by February 1 Deeemeer 15 of the evaluation year.
Both letters, along with the professional assessment statement, are placed in a file for the faculty
member that is kept in the officeEst of the Dean. While a faculty member has a reasonable latitude
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for changes of professional direction, this file is then used in decisions about released time, requests
for funding, and merit awards.

ARTICLE IX

AMENDMENT PROCEDURE
These Bylaws, or any provisions thereof, may be abrogated or amended at any meeting of the
faculty by vote of two-thirds of those present, assuming a quorum, provided that a notice one week
prior to the meeting shall contain a copy of the proposed amendment or amendments. The
amendment, ultimately made, need not be in the exact form in which it was sent to each faculty
member, but must deal with the same subject matter.

Values (V)
Through ethical values and moral principles, people find meaning in and
justification of their actions as individuals and as participants in their communities.
Personal growth is encouraged by critically reflecting on one' s own values, on the values
of others, and on t~~ alu~..shfilling society. This course will improve the student's
ability to articulate'The ~rinciples involved in important decisions, in their own
personal lives or iti'society (either contemporary or historical). Upon completion of this
requirement, students will be able to
Goal 1: Identify the moral and ethical dimensions of a personal or social issue
(past or present).
Goal 2: Explain the moral and ethical principles used to resolve the ethical
dilemma.
Goal 3: furalu.ate the moral or ethical decision reached. Typically, this requires
students to provide a reasoned evaluation of the decision and of the adequacy of the
principles involved in reaching it. In the study of historical situations and in non-EuroAmerican contexts, however, the adequacy of the decision may be evaluated in terms of
the moral framework of the society and the time in which the decision occurred.

Assessment of Goal 1: Students will be presented with a social or personal issue
and will identify the moral or ethical principles involved.
Standard: 75% of the students will be able to identify the moral or ethical issues
of the specified problem in an oral presentation or in writing.

Assessment of Goal 2: Students will be presented with a social or personal issue
and will explain the moral or ethical principles at issue.
Standard: 75% of the students will be able to explain the moral or ethical issues of
the specified problem in an oral presentation or in writing.

Assessment of Goal 3: Students will be presented with a social or personal issue
and will evaluate the moral or ethical decision based either on (1) a reasoned personal
value system or (2) the moral principles at work in the historical or cultural framework
for which the decision was made.
Standard: 75% of the students will be able to evaluate the moral or ethical issues
of the specified problem in an oral pres_entation or in writing.

